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Breakouts or Fake Outs? How will The Packer’s 2017 Draft Class Fit in?   
        By: Steve Ross 
 With the Packers draft complete, many people are ranking and grading the Packers Draft class so I will attempt to do something different, which is project where and how each player will fit on the Packers team this coming season.  I will then offer my ceiling and floor for each player. As always, I’d love to hear your thoughts as well. 
 ROUND 2: No. 33 overall: KEVIN KING, CB 

AGE: 21 HT: 6-3 WT: 198 40-yard dash: 4.43 College: Washington 

 Superior size, and measurable for the position at the next level was slotted as a late 2 earlier 3 choice, but a superior combine performance elevated his stock. Ran the 40-yard dash in 4.43 seconds; 39 ½-inch vertical leap and posted the fastest time among cornerbacks in both the 3-cone drill and the 20-yard shuttle. To call him a work out warier would be unfair, as his tape in college is solid, though his tape speed is not equal to his 4.43 40 time.  To me what sets King apart athletically from others is his quickness and fluidity not scene in a corner this size since Patrick Peterson.  Kings length and speed have allowed him to recover and make plays in college when his technique failed him, recognition, and eye discipline will need to improve. As a tall player with a thin body, he will need to be quicker with his initial punch on the line of scrimmage, or stronger NFL receivers will blow him up.  While willing to come up in run support, but needs to tackle with better pad level or he will get run over by NFL running backs.  How He fits: Dom Capers prefers to have his corners play press man coverage; Kings combination of length and height is ideal for this type of play.    Ceiling: Pro Bowl caliber cover corner who excels in pressman and can take away most team’s number one target on a weekly basis.  
 Floor:  Solid second or third level corner, who cannot adjust to the speed and strength at the next level. 
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In Ted I Still Trust! 
               By: Steve Ross 
Look around the state of WI any Sunday during the football season, and you will see green and gold covering almost everyone in sight.  That is because for the last 25 years, the Packers have been the model of consistency in the NFL, making the playoffs 19 times-a staggering 76% higher than any team in the league during that stretch.  The Packers and Ted Thompson have done an excellent job drafting players, making smart free agent acquisitions, and managing the salary cap.  These smart decisions by the Thompson-led front office have assured that virtually every year the Packers have a roster good enough to compete and win in the playoffs.  This has happened by trusting in his methodology and team and not listening to the clamoring of Packer fans.  When Thompson took over as Packer GM in 2005, the team had an aging roster that was millions of dollars over the salary cap.  Yet many fans felt the Packers were only a player or two away from contending once again.  Thompson smartly recognized that this  
                       

 was not the case and jettisoned three highly paid veterans and amassed 11 picks for the upcoming NFL draft.  He set the precedent that the Packers would build through the draft, taking the best players available regardless of position.  With his first-ever pick, Thompson had the courage to pick Aaron Rodgers, the highest rated player on the Packer draft board.  The pick and strategy was not well received by fans who wanted to get   
   The following season Thompson fired Mike Sherman; his choice for replacement was Mike McCarthy.  At that point McCarthy was an unknown offensive coordinator for the 49ers who finished 32nd in total offense.  Once again, Packer fans were up in arms over Thompson’s choice.  Thompson also added two veteran players thought to be on the downside of their careers-Charles Woodson and Ryan Pickett, angering fans further.  Those decisions proved to be the basis of great things to come.  Just two years after taking over as GM, following Thompson’s plan, Brett Favre said the 2007 team was the most talented he had ever been a part of.  Proving Thompson was correct in his assessment in 2005, he quickly replenished the team through shrewd decisions and staying true to his beliefs.   Following the 2007 season which the Packers lost in overtime in the NFC Championship, Thompson again angered many fans by choosing to trade Favre to the New York Jets.  Thompson again provided long term vision needed to assure the franchise would continue their successful run.  Knowing that Favre was nearing the end, and if Rodgers didn’t play soon he would be lost to free agency, the change had to be made despite public outrage.  Rodgers quickly showed why 

We Offer Treatment Plans  Designed With Children and Pets in Mind 

 Wasps – Spiders – Ants 
20 Years of Experience Licensed/Insured 

 Call Today for a Free Consultation or To Schedule an In-Home Inspection 
 414-630-3869 
 Upnorthservicesinc.com 
 Keith Baricovich – Owner Up North Services, Inc. upnorthservices@att.net  

Licensed & Insured 
Free Estimates! 

 

ROUND 2: No. 61 overall:  JOSH JONES, S HT: 6-1 ½ WT: 221  40-yard dash: 4.40 College: NC State   
A superior athlete for his size, ran the 40-yard dash in 4.40 seconds, had a 37½ inch vertical, 11-0 broad jump, and 20 reps on the bench press.  This combination of speed and size could allow the Packers to use him as both an extra DB in nickel (most likely over the TE), and possible a Linebacker in the dime.  He is best at playing pass defense facing the QB in zones, a risk taker looking for big hits and interceptions.  Plays well against the run, coming down hill with good pad level, needs to wrap up more consistently.  To become a viable hybrid linebacker he must learn to use his hand to get off blocks.  How He fits: The Packers would like to use Jones as a Hybrid Safety/Linebacker, as they did with Charles Woodson, but with less coverage responsibility. In dime situations because of Jones size you may see him playing the lone linebacker position in place of Joe Thomas, which would represent a huge upgrade in athleticism to cover Running backs and Tight ends.  
 Ceiling:  High level starter who eventually replaces Morgan Burnett, as the starter in base defenses, while a giving the Packers the ability to play him in the Box in nickel and dime situations. 
 Floor:  Back up safety, and core special team’s player.  The football instincts never match the athletic ability. 

 

ROUND 3: No. 93 overall: MONTRAVIOUS ADAMS, DT AGE: 21 HT: 6-3 1/2 WT: 304  40-yard dash: 4.87  College: Auburn 
 The theme of getting more athletic continues with the 304 pound Adams who ran a 4.87 second 40-yard dash. Athletic, powerful, but undersized defensive tackle. Powerful player, who rarely gave up ground versus double teams, very good first step and quick punch.  Had terrific tape his senior year being very disruptive despite being double teamed nearly every play. Despite violent hands high pad level and poor hand placement negated good initial move.  If he didn’t win with initial move effort often dropped.  I believe this pick has the highest boom or bust probability of the Packers higher picks. 
 How He fits: Adds immediate depth to the Packers defensive line. With the hope of developing into a disruptive interior lineman.  
 Ceiling:  High level starter who brings disruption in the running game and some penetration pressure from the Defensive tackle position.  Allowing the Linebackers and Mike Daniels to be more successful.  
 Floor:  Jerel Worthy type bust, lacking the discipline and consistent effort to succeed in the NFL. 

 

ROUND 4: No. 108 overall:  VINCE BIEGEL, OLB AGE: 23 HT: 6-3 WT: 245  40-yard dash: 4.69  College: Wisconsin 
 Very good measurable for a 3-4 outside linebacker 40-yard dash in 4.69 seconds, Vertical jump of 33 1/2 inches, broad jump of 9-10 and 21 reps on the 225-pound bench press.   Finished his career at Wisconsin with 191 tackles (39 ½ for loss), 21 ½ sacks and 3 forced fumbles. UW Linebackers are some of the hardest players to evaluate on tape, because schematically the last two Defensive coordinators did an excellent job of putting their Linebackers in positions to make splash plays.  Meaning many of the sacks, and tackles for loss came while Biegel was lined up against a Tight end or running backs.  Plays very hard with terrific effort, exceptional spin move, generally wins with speed or the spin move, lacks a bull rush, or power move.  Occasionally plays with high pad level and will be moved, if he loses with his initial punch and linemen get into his body he will get washed out.  Looked lost in pass coverage, needs a lot of work in that area. 
 How He fits: Immediately completes with Kyler Fackrell to back up Nick Perry and Clay Mathews, adds a big athletic body to special teams. 
 Ceiling: (1)High level starter who replaces Clay Mathews or Nick Perry, adds to his strength while keeping speed and flexibility so he has multiple pass rush options. (2) The Packers move Biegel to inside linebacker and after a short learning curve his athleticism and motor make him the signal caller for the Packers D for the next 8 years. 
 Floor:  Back up pass rushing linebacker, and special team’s stalwart. 
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Thompson was right to make the changes he did, and in just his third year as a starter, Rodgers and the revamped Packer roster won the only Super Bowl in the Thompson era.    Once again Thompson’s leadership and skills are in doubt, but in the time since that Super Bowl win, the Packers have made the playoffs every year along with making two NFC championship games.  Every year the Packers have had a roster to contend to win or at least make another Super Bowl, have the Packers made the most of these opportunities? Absolutely not, but is that the fault of the roster built by Thompson or other failings?  From the moment Thompson took over as GM, people have questioned his decisions.  Consistently Thompson’s choices have proven to be correct, even if they are initially unpopular with the fan base. The Packers have been the most successful organization in the NFC in the Thompson tenure. A fact recognized by the Raiders, Chiefs, and Seahawks as they have pulled their GM’s from the Thompson tree.  While you may not like all of his decisions in the moment, Thompson’s track record shows you will most likely approve of it later.  In Ted I still trust! 
  

          
 

     
                        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

Selling New and Existing Homes at Affordability! 

  
Split ranch offers 3BR/2BA/3GA, Master w/custom tiled shower/double 
sinks/WIC. Fireplace in LIV w/vaulted ceiling, solid panel doors 
w/painted large trim, spacious kitchen w/granite counters. Lower level offers full exposed basement w/Patio door & windows and is plumbed 
for a full bathroom. Reserve this home today 

Call Today for Your Free Market Analysis! Chong Yi Team 414-737-0566 
Chong@united-realtors.net www.United-Realtors.net 

Spacious 2 story offers 4BR/2.5BA/oversized garage/Master Suite 
w/WIC & private bath w/custom tiled shower. Fireplace in Living room, 
solid doors w/large trim work, granite counters in kitchen, dinette & flex room. Lower level offers full exposure and is plumbed for a full bath. 
Move in ready for late Spring  

ROUND 4: No. 134 overall:  Jamaal Williams, RB AGE: 22 HT: 6-0 WT: 215  40-yard dash: 4.54  College: BYU  
 Plays larger than his 6’ 215 pound frame, a one cut north and south back who finishes runs often looking for contact.  He runs very hard, and is rarely tackled by one person. When he played at BYU was very effective, however injuries (torn ACL MCL) combine with a very physical style leaves considerable durability concerns.  Runs very tall, lacking the forward lean you would like from the position, while he has some burst did not play as fast as his 40 time.  How He fits: Immediately gives the Packers the power back they like, and strengthens the running back depth.  Ceiling: Becomes Packers primary running back as his hard running style keeps defensives from playing a base Nickel defenses against the Rodgers lead offense.  Floor:  Physical style combined with up right running style leads to more injuries and a very short career 

ROUND 5: No. 175 overall:  Deangelo Yancey, WR AGE: 22 HT: 6-1½ WT: 200  40-yard dash: 4.52  College: Purdue  
 Very solid senior year catching 49 passes for 951 (19.4) and 10 TDs, All-Big Ten second team. Despite inconsistent at best quarterback play, Yancey consistently put up good numbers against good secondary play in the Big10, including 6 catches for 155 yards and 2 TD’s against Wisconsin. Played faster on tape then his 4.52 suggested, getting deep was his specialty.  Lacked quickness in and out of breaks, despite the big body may not fit as a possession receiver.  How He fits: Big bodied speed receiver, to potentially replace Jeff Janis next year.  Ceiling: Number 3 or 4 receiver, and solid special team’s contributor.   Floor:  One and done with the Packers 
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You Get What You Expect and You Deserve What You Tolerate 
               By: Nate Klieve 
As fans of the Green Bay Packers, what we expect 
now-a-days is an MVP caliber quarterback. What we 
tolerate is surrounding that quarterback with home 
grown, oft-injured, mediocrity. It is a vicious cycle 
that will likely be stuck on track repeat for the next 4-
5 years. The 2016 season was a perfect example of 
this cycle. On November 20th when the Packers were 
4-6 and on a four game losing streak, the coaching 
staff and front office staff were finally starting to take 
some heat. My fellow fans were finally starting to 
panic that the best years of Aaron Rodgers were 
being wasted and something had to change. At that 
time, I stated my biggest fear would be that somehow 
#12 would drag us into the playoffs, we would win a  
 
game or two, and NOTHING would change in the  
 
offseason. As we now know, that is exactly what 
happened and exactly what will happen, NOTHING.  
But let me tell you why it should. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Let’s start with the obvious; Ted Thompson’s flat out 
refusal to sign free agents or make big trades. I know 
supporters will quickly point to Charles Woodson and 
Julius Peppers, and I will grant those as good, impactful  
Let’s start with the obvious; Ted Thompson’s flat out 
refusal to sign free agents or make big trades. I know 
supporters will quickly point to Charles Woodson and 
Julius Peppers, and I will grant those as good, impactful 
additions. Again, we do not have to look much farther 
than this past year where in the NFC championship 
game our top running back was a wide receiver and our 
best corner was a 2015 undrafted free agent. I work 
with sales people for my living. If Ted Thompson was a 
sales person, he’d be the guy that comes to the office 
every day and seems to be on Youtube or Google every 
time you walk by. “Why aren’t you out seeing 
customers/prospects or at least calling them?!” I would 
think to myself. There seems to be a certain level of 
complacency or maybe even arrogance as a result of  
 
 
 
 
having the best quarterback in the league. He most 
certainly is not the kind of GM that you can give a 
strong horse and enough rations for thirty days and 
expect him to ride back into town with some known 
gems and some hidden gems. (Ex: The Patriots signed 
Chris Long who impacted their defense and Chris 
Hogan who set franchise reception records on the 
way to a Super Bowl.). 
 
This next point, I admit, may not land directly on Ted 
Thompson, but he is most certainly more than an 
innocent bystander. The Packers are always one of 
the most injured teams in the NFL. Part of this is that 
football has the most contact of contact sports. Part of 
this is the “sisification” that is prevalent throughout 
our society. But I would argue that this many years of 
data argue that TT is prone to putting a lot of stock 
into unproven players who prove to be prone to 

injury. The chart below comes from mangameslost.com  
 
 

 

ROUND 5: No. 182 overall:  Aaron Jones, RB AGE: 22 HT: 5-9½ WT: 208  40-yard dash: 4.58  College: UTEP 
 Very Productive leavings as UTEP’s all-time leading rusher, with 658 carries for 4,114 (6.3) and 33 TDs to go with 71 receptions for 646. Despite being primary offensive weapon on a bad team, and often running against 8 man fronts was very successful.  Played much faster than the 4.58 40 time, quick first step above average change of direction, solid forward lean.  Looks very smooth catching the ball out of the back field.  Concerns are related to ball security as he fumbled 9 times in college, along with long term durability and blocking issues due to size. My sleeper pick for immediate impact from the late rounds. 
 How He fits: Immediately strengthens the running back depth, and potential third down back. 
 Ceiling: Becomes Packers primary running back as quickness and versatility fits well in the Packers blocking Scheme. 
 Floor:  Fumbling lands him in McCarthy’s dog house from he never recovers. 
ROUND 6: No. 212 overall:  Kofi Amichia, C/G AGE 22 HT: 6-3½ WT: 308  40-yard dash: 4.98  College: South Florida   Classic Green Bay offensive line pick, take and shorter athletic college tackle and transition him to guard or center.  The Packers have done this successfully with Josh Sitton, TJ Lang, Don Barclay, JC Tretter, and several others. Amichia shows good feet, and quickness, but his lack strength means he is susceptible to a bull rush.  Lack of ideal height and arm length means tackle is not in his future, more than likely will need a year on the practice squad to gain strength, weight and learn the new positions. 
 How He fits: Long term athletic middle of the offensive line depth. 
 Ceiling: Becomes Packers primary back up at both Guard and Center in a year or two. 
 Floor:  Practice squad year one, and doesn’t develop and is done after 2018 camp. 

ROUND 7: No. 238 overall:  Devante Mays, RB AGE 22.  HT: 5-10½ WT: 230  40-yard dash: 4.51  College: Utah State  Powerful runner, very nice blend of size speed and quickness allowed him to be drafted.  Lack of tape and sustained collegiate success, are concerning.  On tape he has decent burst, but lacks lateral quickness, he does run with great pad level and forward lean.  If he can remain healthy he could be an Eddy Lacy type back. 
 How He fits: Immediately gives the Packers the power back they like, and strengthens the running back depth. 
 Ceiling: Becomes Packers primary running back as his hard-running style keeps defensives from playing a base Nickel defenses against the Rodgers lead offense. 
 Floor:  Injuries return gets and injury settlement and never plays with the Packers. 

ROUND 7: No. 247 overall:  Malachi Dupre, WR AGE: 21 HT: 6-2½ WT: 194  40-yard dash: 4.50  College: LSU  
 Tremendous combine numbers: vertical jump of 39½, broad jump of 11-3, 4.50 40 and Bench-pressed 225 11 times. Another athletic receiver who played with a subpar quarterback, making evaluation more difficult.  Fluid athlete with exceptional jumping ability, and quickness, unfortunately his combine numbers don’t consistently appear on tape.  Inability to handle physical corners, imprecise routes, inability to single catch many balls are all concerns.  Dupre was drafted for his athletic ability, who the Packers hope to develop into a pro caliber receiver.   
 How He fits: Athletic long receiver, who could help in the return game, and develop into a starting caliber receiver.  
 Ceiling: Number 2 or 3 receiver, and possible return man. If the Packers can get him to play the position up to his athleticism could be a steal. 
 Floor:  One and done with the Packers 

 

 

 

 

*Sources: YouTube.com, Profootballfocus.com, ESPN.com, CBSSports.com, Foxsports.com, and NFL.com 
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Possible Entrance Sign Designs. Do We Want One? Where Would it go? Are There Other Ideas? We Will Discuss This at Our Next Members Meeting.

 
There is no argument that the Packers window of opportunity to win championships is closing. The chances of another MVP caliber quarterback landing on the Packers roster and being ready to start in 5-6 years are extremely low. There are many things that could change the mentality of tolerance that exists inside 365 Lombardi Ave., but making a change to the GM position and demanding excellence is the most impactful for this Packer fan (and owner). 

 
 

 If you think you’re in the market to buy a new car or maybe just selling yours, I’m always looking for cars to buy no matter what condition they are in. Stop by or give me a call; I can provide an expert opinion on its value even if I don’t buy it. 
 

                      Jason Warner 262.707.1110 
continentalmotors@yahoo.com 5862 Franklin Dr. Hartford 

 Continentalmotorsllc.net 

Covenants Reminders 
 Contact Steve Ross for any questions regarding covenants at: summerwindshoaarchitecture@gmail.com 
 If you plan on building a deck, addition, shed, or any other permanent structure, please review your plans with the Architectural Review Chair prior to construction. 
 The parking of trailers, campers, R.V.s, boats, or inoperable vehicles in your driveway is not allowed. 
 Only small decorative fences, pending Architectural approval prior to construction, are allowed. 
 Approved mailboxes are shown below.  

 $59 + S&T (Amazon)
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Member Spotlight

 

Meet the Carbonneau’s 

      Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Aaron, Carina, Ben (3), and Ellie (1) Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: We relocated to Hartford from Peoria, IL in October 2014. Q: Hobbies? A: Aaron likes to wrench on cars, wood working, fixing things. Carina likes to read and watch Netflix. We love exploring new places with the kids, and of course rooting for the Pack and the Brewers. Q: What’s on your bucket list? A: To travel to Hawaii as a family. Q: What’s your favorite destination? A: Our honeymoon to the Cayman Islands. Our absolute favorite and we can't wait to go back. 

Meet the Neu’s 

      “Hello Summer Wind.  We (Kenneth and Joanne Neu) purchased our Dakota home in January of 2007. We have 3 grown children and 3 grandchildren that live nearby. That first January we saw green northern lights from the back of the house for the first time ever in our lives. We moved from Hubertus, WI.   Ken and I grew up in the “big city” of Phillips, WI. Ken owns a farm up there and thus we spend time together in two places. Our most favorite trip we took was to Alaska. The family has a dog that we share. His name is Kobi.  He is a 9 year old black and white English Springer Spaniel. Sometimes you see him here and sometimes you don’t. We love the neighbors and the subdivision. We spend lots of time with our children and grandchildren. I am showing you a casual picture of Ken and myself from 5 years ago. Our first and only grandchild at that time is in the middle of us. FYI: Joanne will be your new secretary for the association. We hope you all have a safe and fun summer! Thanks for letting us share a little.” 
 

Happy Birthday Riley Bath! 

 Riley turns 7 on July 10th! 
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         We are a family friendly office where children and adults of all ages are welcome. To accommodate our patient’s busy schedules we offer evening appoints and offer emergency services seven days a week.   

 262-644-7400 shumwayfamilydental.com 
smile@shumwayfamilydental.com 

Now Accepting New Patients! 

Slinger Location 
100 E Commerce Blvd, Ste.  B 

Kewaskum Location 
1020 Fond Du Lac Ave 

Meet the Matuszak’s 

      Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Aaron, Karen & Landon Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: Since April 2017 and moved from Allenton. Q: Hobbies? A: Watching Landon play baseball & hockey. Q: What’s on your bucket list? A: To go to California & to New York to see Statue of Liberty. Q: What's your favorite destination? A: Camping in the north east part of Wisconsin.  

Meet the Koconis’s 

      Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Tony, Stacey and our son Justin Koconis we also have two kitties Izzy and Tiki. Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: Since February 3, 2017, and moved from the Town of Brookfield. Q: What’s your favorite band(s)? A: Led Zepplin, Korn, Avenged Sevenfold to name just a few. We like all kinds of music. Q: What's your favorite destination? A: Wisconsin Dells, Green Bay, Local Harley Dealers. Q: What is one item in your house that should be thrown away but probably never will? A: My son's old car parts. Q: If you had a time machine, what era would you travel back to? A: 70's maybe they had good rock bands back then :)  

Meet the Seidler’s 

      Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Bill, Lisa, Charlotte & Juliet, along with cats Millie & Stewie Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: We moved here 12 years ago this summer from Milwaukee/Oak Creek. Q: Hobbies? A: Walking around 'the lap,' bike riding, cooking & baking, horseback riding (Charlotte), gymnastics (Juliet). Q: What’s your favorite band(s)? A: Mumford & Sons, The Lumineers, The Beatles & lots of others. Q: What’s on your bucket list? A: A road trip to the West Coast, seeing everything along the way. 
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Announcements
Next Members Meeting Will be Monday, June 26th at 6:30 at the Jack Russell Library 

 

 Topic’s to be discussed:    Welcome Sign 
 Membership Dues 
 Neighborhood Rummage Sale (if it isn’t on the weekend of June 24th & 25th) 
 Drainage in Center Bowl 
 Committee Reports 
 Block Party Update 
 And More  

Scott McFarren Would Like to Set Up a Fun/Social Kick Ball League  

   The league would be played in the common area on Friday nights. Please message Scott on Facebook if you are interested. I am sure he will keep us posted on our Facebook Group Page.  
 Great idea Scott and thank you! 

3rd Annual Summer Wind Block Party Will be on Saturday, August 19th 

 The Social Committee is still in the planning phaze but they are promising that it will be a great time for all. Continue to follow Facebook or attend our next meeting for updates. Please contact Tami Block if you would like to help out.  
 

Neighborhood Rummage Sale 

   There has been some interest in having a neighborhood rummage sale. Please follow the updates on Facebook and provide feedback. Our subdivision could have a very successful sale if we had around 20  or more homes participate. There is an active poll on Facebook currently that has the date(s) June 24th & 25th. If those dates won’t work, then we can discuss possible dates at our next meeting on June 26th.  


